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Are you interested in buying Lucid Group shares, or do you already have them in your portfolio? If
so, you will find valuable information on this page regarding the dynamics of the Lucid Group stock
price in 2023. What will one share of Lucid Group be worth in 2023? Does it make sense to take
profit/loss on Lucid Group stock now or wait? What do analysts predict regarding Lucid Group
stock?

 

We forecast the performance of Lucid Group stock using neural networks and historical data on
Lucid Group stock. In addition to using technical analysis tools for forecasting, geopolitical and news
factors are considered. The Lucid Group stock forecast results are displayed below as a graph, table,
and textual data.
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Bernard Tesla, formerly the vice president of design and product development at Tesla, started
Lucid Motors in 2007. The Tesla model S was developed under Tesla’s direction. He started Lucid
Motors with the goal of commercializing an innovative design for an electric vehicle that would allay
consumers’ fears about driving around in a battery.

 

The focus of Lucid Motors is the creation of fast electric automobiles. This study is a continuation of
what Peter Rawlinson, a former vice president at Tesla, began in 2009 with the Advanced Mobility
Program Electric Dream. Harald Kroeger founded and funded the company in 2013. Lucid Motors’
“LF1” prototype vehicle went into production in 2015.

 

Lucid Motors’ CEO has extensive knowledge of and experience in battery technology. He has been
instrumental in the development of several groundbreaking electrical engineering innovations,
including the Rolls Royce of electric motor assembly.

 

All electric vehicles, transition energy storage systems, and vehicle components are designed,
developed, manufactured, and marketed by Lucid Motors Crop. In August of 2017, the firm officially
changed its name from Lucid Motors inc. to Lucid Motors Crop. The headquarters of Lucid Motors
Corp. can be found in Menlo Park.
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Lucid Stock Price Prediction 2024
 

 

Trading at a record low, Lucid stock (LCID) might see substantial buying pressure following a strong
breakout. According to the present fundamental picture, LCID might aim higher and achieve the
5.42 important resistance level within 2024.

 

 

 

 

There is strong, persistent selling pressure on the weekly LCID price. There has been no indication
of seller weakness as the price trades below the 50-week EMA line.

 

The primary bearish pressure is still present and has the potential to go lower until bullish
exhaustion is seen. It may be much more challenging for bulls given that the most recent price does
not appear to have formed a definite bottom.

 

From the start of 2023 till now, the highest volume level has been 3.24, which is somewhat more
than the present price, according to the volume structure.



 

A potential trend reversal might be indicated by a bullish breakout over the high volume line,
according to the Lucid Stock Price Prediction 2024. In order to confirm the long signal and aim for
the 17.82 level, a successful breakout is required, with a daily candle above the 50-week EMA.
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Lucid Stock Price Prediction 2025
 

The price of Locid stock has dropped to an all-time low. Consequently, traders should keep a careful
eye on the price action as it sets the bottom; a strong earnings report might lead to a price increase
to the 30.92 level by the end of 2025.
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There is no indication of purchasing pressure, and the current market movement is corrective,
according to the weekly LCID price. Additionally, the 6.16 level has the highest volume since start,
which may be an important level to examine. Breakout gains above the 50-week simple moving
average (SMA), which is currently acting as resistance, would indicate a change in trend towards the
upside.

The relative strength index (RSI) line revealed a V-shaped rebound after the most recent level hit a
bottom at the 30.00 level. Nevertheless, the present level remains below the neutral line of 50.00,
from which further downward pressure could ensue.

 

According to Lucid’s stock price prediction for 2025, a long signal might be formed if there is valid
bullish pressure over the 6.50 level and consolidation, with the goal of reaching the 30.92 resistance
level.

 

The weekly MACD Histogram, in contrast, is still above the neutral line, and the RSI is pointing
upward from it. Then it can start falling again if the bulls can’t put together an upward continuation.
But the MACD Histogram needs to bounce back below the neutral line before it can confirm the
downward pressure.
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Lucid Stock Price Prediction 2030
 

 

In order to foretell a bull run in Lucid’s stock price, basic parameters must be met, such as positive
earnings releases. Nevertheless, the continuous upswing in the electric vehicle market might be a
long signal; if purchasing pressures rise over the 17.86 level, the price could reach the 33.57 level
by 2030’s end.
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Below the 20-month exponential moving average line, there is strong selling pressure, as shown on
the monthly chart of LCID. Additionally, following a small swing high at the 17.86 level, the
downtrend is believed to be continuing.

 

Given the lack of a meaningful bottom and the persistence of selling pressure, a bull run following a
legitimate breakthrough could be in store. A long chance, aiming for the 45.00 level, can be opened
by a bullish exhaustion at the top, with a monthly close above the 17.86 level.

 

The present price is trading at the discounted zone, which corresponds to the Fibonacci
Retracement level between the all-time high and the low. Under such circumstances, a possible long
signal might be any upward price movement in the lower period up until the price hits the 50%
Fibonacci Retracement line.
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Analyst and Expert ’s Price Prediction on Lucid Stock 
 

Depending on the course of the market, there may be a long opportunity when the Lucid Stock
(LCID) trades at a historic low. Investors ought to keep an eye on the management’s decisions and
the next set of quarterly financial results.

 

Let’s first see what experts have to say about the Lucid Stock Forecast for 2024, 2025, 2030, and
Beyond before moving forward:

 

 

Providers 2024 2025 2030 & beyond
Coinpriceforecast $3.08 $3.78 $7.32
Coincodex $ 4.57 $ 3.80 $ 17.29
Stockscan $14.15 $7.60 $8.49
BTTC Exchange $71.99 $79.93 $201.45
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Is Lucid Stock a Good Investment？
 

Our short-term prognosis on the stock is negative, but our long-term outlook is quite optimistic.
When it comes to expanding and innovating in the fiercely competitive self-driving car market,
Lucid’s outstanding financial sheet with a substantial quantity of cash and zero debt is a huge asset.
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We’re also amazed by how hard they’re working to improve society for the better, whether that’s by
making roads safer, cutting down on traffic, or protecting the environment.

 

Companies like Google, Tasla Motors, Ford, GM, Uber, and many more have already garnered
significant investment interest and Lucid will have to compete with them. However, Lucid is well
positioned to become a leader in this industry thanks to its amazing technology, devoted
management team, proven track record of success, and futuristic transportation vision.
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Conclusion
 

 

Multiple fundamental and technical components are required for accurate stock price forecasting.
Due to the lack of a sufficient number of available products, investing in Lucid Motors at this time is
risky. If the price falls to new lows in the following months, however, the risk-to-reward ratio may
increase. If the trend continues, this could be a fantastic long-term buying opportunity.
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FAQs
 

 

1.Is Lucid a stock for long-term investment?

Lucid has long-term potential and is a worthwhile investment, but you are aware that every business
carries inherent risks.

 

2.Can Lucid surpass the fastest-growing firm, Tesla?

Lucid is a newly established company on the market, whereas Tesla has been a well-known
automobile manufacturer since 2003. People are obsessed with Tesla.

Therefore, it appears impossible for Lucid Motors to surpass its production and sales rate. Tesla
requires 50 times more effort from Lucid.

 

3.What will Lucid’s stock be in ten years?

The estimated value of Lucid stock over the next ten years is $240, which may increase if the vehicle
sales rate increases.
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Where To Trade Tokenized Stock?
 

 

 

You can trade tokenized futures on BTCC Now.  Over 300 USDT-margined perpetual trading pairs
are available for users to trade, including many popular altcoins and meme-coins.

 

 

Trade Tokenized Stock Now

You can deposit and receive up to 10,055 USDT now when you sign up and verify your account on
BTCC Every new user gets a 10 USDT coupon after completing their registration. You will also get
an additional 20 USDT coupon on completing your KYC verification.

 

 

Check more details.
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About BTCC
 

 

BTCC is a leading cryptocurrency trading platform that is distinguished by its ability to balance the
simplicity of use with advanced features. It provides a comprehensive educational program through
the BTCC Academy, 24/7 customer support, and robust security to both novices and experts. BTCC is
a top choice for digital asset investors due to its emphasis on user contentment, which fosters a
secure and informed trading environment across a variety of cryptocurrencies.

 

 

BTCC is one of the few exchanges in the market that offers high-leverage options for investors and
concentrates extensively on futures trading. Users have access to more than 300 USDT-margined
perpetual trading pairs, which encompass numerous prominent altcoins and meme-coins.
Additionally, the platform has recently implemented spot trading to facilitate novice users who may
not be acquainted with futures trading.

 

 

Established Reputation: BTCC is one of the oldest and most well-known cryptocurrency
exchanges, having been operational since 2011. Its history in the market enhances its
credibility and trustworthiness.
A Diverse Selection of Cryptocurrencies: BTCC allows customers to access and exchange a
wide range of digital assets.
Margin and Futures Trading: BTCC provides margin and futures trading options, allowing
customers to expand their trading holdings and potentially increase their profits.
Proficient Trading Instruments: such as real-time market data, trading charts, and
technical analysis indicators. These tools can help users make informed trading decisions.
Security Measures: BTCC values security and uses a variety of safeguards to secure
customer payments and information. This includes two-factor authentication (2FA) and cold
storage of cryptocurrency assets.
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